
THIS WORKSHOP AIMS TO HELP YOU

SURF THE INTERNET MORE CONFIDENTLY

BECOME MORE PROFICIENT IN USING EMAIL

BE AWARE OF SECURITY THREATS AND THEIR MITIGATION

APPROACH SELECTION OF KIT & SERVICES MORE KNOWLEDGEABLY

HAVE AN APPRECIATION OF THE RANGE OF APPLICATIONS OPEN TO 
THE USER



Silver Surfers - Session 1 

INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND

THE INTERNET

WEB BROWSERS

WEB JARGON
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Welcome to the Seaview Silver Surfers Computer Workshop.

In this set of six two-hour sessions we will be concentrating on the use of the internet 
for accomplishing a variety of everyday tasks with brief excursions into related areas 
that should enhance your use of the World Wide Web. 

The coaches have experience of many aspects of this field but it is such a wide 
subject that few will know everything about every topic. We have found in our regular 
fortnightly cafe sessions that contributions from users and mutual assistance are very 
important.

You will find that the net has a jargon of its own with some unfamiliar terms or 
everyday words with special meanings but this applies equally to gardening or 
cooking. You will almost certainly be already using terms such as ‘tablet’, ‘surfing’, 
‘wifi’ or ‘router’ which a generation ago meant something quite differerent or did not 
exist. You will come across others on this workshop.



Silver Surfers - IT History

1800 JACQUARD LOOM *
1820 BABBAGE DIFFERENCE ENGINE *
1830 BABBAGE ANALYTIC ENGINE & ADA LOVELACE *

1900 ELECTRICITY SUPPLY - TELEPHONE - RADIO - PUNCHED CARDS SYSTEMS - ANALOG COMPUTER
1940s EXTERNALLY PROGRAMMED COMPUTERS - COLOSSUS - EDSAC
1950s STORED PROGRAM COMPUTERS - FERRANTI - LEO - IBM

1960s TRANSISTORS - INTEGRATED CIRCUITS - WIDESCALE COMMERCIAL USE *
1970s MICROPROCESSORS - ROBOTICS
1980s PERSONAL COMPUTERS - NETWORKS - WORD PROCESSORS
1990s INTERNET - MOBILE PHONES - EMAIL - VEHICLE ECU

2000s BROADBAND - WIFI
2010s TABLETS - SMARTPHONES - INTERNET OF THINGS
2020s ? * 
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It is important to remember that although accessing a wealth of resources and 
facilities over the web via a smartphone is a feature of only perhaps the last five 
years, the technology behind the current offerings have a history back to beginning of 
the 19th century while the mathematical logic that underpins the technology is even 
older.

There is a generational gap in acceptance and use of new technology when it is often 
only old technology dressed in new clothes. Understand the underlying processes 
and then take on the new offerings with confidence. The world wide web is a 
tremendous resource for help in coming to grips with new equipment or software.



Silver Surfers - Apps

● BUSINESS ACCOUNTS - PAYROLL - ORDER PROCESSING

● GOVERNMENT DEFENCE - NS&I - HMRC - COUNCIL TAX

● MEDICINE CAT SCAN - DIAGNOSTICS - PATIENT RECORDS

● EMERGENCY SERVICES 999 DESPATCH - HAZCHEM - COMMUNICATIONS

● BANKING PAYMENT CLEARING - CASH MACHINES - FRAUD

● INDIVIDUALS GAMING - SURFING - EMAIL - DIARY - ACCOUNTS
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Very few areas of activity have been untouched by computers and there are very few 
areas of traditional computing that do not not interact with the internet at some point. 
A number of organisations use internet technology to create private networks 
(intranets) across multiple locations. In a domestic situation various network-enabled 
devices can be linked to share resources.



Silver Surfers - Surfing Requirements

● COMPUTER TABLET - SMARTPHONE - LAPTOP - DESKTOP PC

● INTERNET SERVICE BT - TALK TALK - PLUSNET - VIRGIN - WIGHT FIBRE

● INTERNET CONNECTION WIFI - CABLE - MOBILE - let's see

● WEB BROWSING SOFTWARE WINDOWS EXPLORER - SAFARI - CHROME - FIREFOX
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Choices!! There is probably a best combination but it often becomes obvious only 
after you have chosen a different one. Even with minimal technical knowledge you 
can piggy-back the experiences of friends and acquaintances or even try out some of 
their systems. 



Silver Surfers - The Internet

 inet

Email

Search
Shop

 Social

Gaming

Music

Weather  TV Catch Up

 Fuel Readings
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An internet connection and a web browser gives us access to worldwide repositories 
of information in the broadest sense - documents, photographs, videos,music, live 
broadcasts - as well linking us to more interactive sites for mailing, shopping, 
socialising, campaigning, even trolling and hacking.

The UK, despite some very poor broadband connections, has a very high rate of 
internet use across the age range. 



LINK
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Web browsers tend to have the same functionality but not necessarily the same 
appearance. We have chosen Google Chrome as a working example because it 
tends to less cluttered and is is used across a variety of platforms - different makes of 
computer in a diversity of forms.
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When the web browser is initiated you will see a display consisting of a single ‘tab’ 
headed ‘new tab’ and some fields that you will use to ‘navigate’ to a desired internet 
‘host’, which will physically be simply another computer attached to the internet. This 
computer will control a repository of information - documents, videos, live streams - 
such that it will relay (or ‘download’) to you a copy of the information onto your 
computer screen.

You may ‘Add another tab in browser’ and hold a number of tabs open concurrently, 
switching between them by clicking on the required tab. 

The body of the browser page may show a panel reminding you of your ‘most recent’ 
or most frequent enquiries which can be re-accessed with a click. 

If you have the web reference of a site that you wish to access, for example 
‘bbc.co.uk’, you may type it in the ‘look up’ field and go straight there. As you type the 
browser may ‘intellisense’ your intention and display suggestions below which you 
can select by mouse. This is very useful for some of the longer identifier.

Alternatively you may enter a ‘Search Phrase’ in the entry area in mid-screen such as 
‘1mm stainless steel piano hinge’ and the browser will go away and look for internet 
hosts that offer this sort of ironmongery. Again as you type the browser will 
‘intellisense’ your intentions by display suggestions that refine themselves the more 
letters you type. You may then select from the offered search results or rework your 
query to try a modified search.



Many browsers allow for ‘Voice Input’ which functions pretty well provided there is a 
low level of background noise.

The ‘Back’ and ‘Next’ arrows allow you to move backwards or forwards through pages 
that have previously been viewed in the current session. In addition, if you click and 
hold on the arrow you will be able to view your browsing history for the last many 
months and select from any entry shown.

The ‘Refresh’ arrow will re-access the current page - for example, to refresh the 
display of some unfolding event where the host does not automatically update your 
screen. 

If you wish to select a web site for future reference you may click the star symbol at 
the right of the ‘Look Up’ field and choose whether to save the reference in the 
‘Bookmark’ bar or in a hidden list which can be accessed sunsequently via the 
‘Bookmark List’ widget.

‘Browser Settings’ allow you to modify the behaviour of your browser - we will look at 
some examples in the workshop.



Silver Surfers - More 

CHECK OUT THE MENU AT THE YARBRIDGE INN - ANYTHING ODD?

CHECK HW13EPK TO SEE IF IT IS INSURED AND WITH CURRENT MOT

SEE WHAT TRAIN FROM PORTSMOUTH HARBOUR WILL GET YO TO LONDON FOR 10AM

WHAT CATAMARAN FROM RYDE WILL CONNECT TO THAT TRAIN?

FIND THE DOCUMENTS FOR THIS WORKSHOP ON THE PAVILION WEBSITE


